CODEX: the complexity of
contemporary visual culture
on show at CasermArcheologica
Starting from an assumption, one could say that the greater
distinctive trait of contemporary artistic research is
interdisciplinarity. This indicates not only the coexistence
in the same artwork of several expressive means, but also the
plurality of directions towards which experimentation in the
field of visual arts is currently oriented, indocile to any
statute.
Understanding the reasons behind so much diversity is
undoubtedly one of the most urgent tasks of art criticism and
exhibitions as the collective show Codex-frammenti di
narrazioni visive, can represent a valid opportunity to solve
some of the paradigms proposed by the present. The event,
curated by Lorenzo Fiorucci and hosted in the spaces of
CasermArcheologica that so renews the relationship with art
criticism, delineates with these accents and thanks to the
work of the artists Gian Luca Bianco, Giorgio Centovalli,
Daniele de Lorenzo, Massimo Luccioli, Gianni Moretti, Antonio
Ottomanelli, Alice Pedroletti, like a summa of diversified
aesthetic positions that characterize the exhibition of a
significant index of heterogeneity, reflecting in this aspect
the miscellaneous composition of the ancient medieval codes.
In fact, the selected artworks reflect this attitude, ranging
technically from photography to installation, from painting
to sculpture, always accompanied by a recognizable attention
to the materials and to the linguistic tools used. The
evident variety, reached here through the selection of
emblematic outcomes useful to argue the narration explicated
by the exhibition, is expressed, in the single artwork,

showing the autonomy of each author while, in the overall
philology of the exhibition, allowing to see a shared
operative subtext that, according to different modalities,
can be found in the work of each interpreter, functioning so
as a common denominator.
This is the practice of the fragment that is detectable, in
the dissection of the photographic image, in the artwork of
Gian Luca Bianco, in terms of disarticulation and
reformulation of a textual apparatus, in the artwork of
Giorgio Centovalli while, in the broken forms of a
discontinuous texture, in the work of Daniele de Lorenzo.
Massimo Luccioli provides a paraphrase linked to the material
and full of metaphorical responses, Gianni Moretti
disseminates the components of his installation in the
surrounding space offering a fragmented overview, Antonio
Ottomanelli divides the reading times of a series of
photographs placing them like a quadreria emphasizing the
sense of unity and division while, in the most abstract and
synthetic meaning of the term, the fragment is found in the
sculpture by Alice Pedroletti.
The overlap of styles – although reasoned – practiced by
Codex-frammenti di narrazioni visive, finds an ideal place at
CasermaArcheologica in Sansepolcro, a place that is already
very detailed in itself and therefore distant from the
canonical “white cube” to which so much contemporaneity has
got used us to, being an example of the osmotic relationship
between past and present. The exhibition, opened last May
18th and included among the initiatives planned by the
Municipality of Sansepolcro for the 500th anniversary of the
death of Leonardo da Vinci, will be open to the public until
September 13th; enjoy your visit.
Info:
Codex-Frammenti di narrazioni visive
curated by Lorenzo Fiorucci

18 May – 13 September 2019
CasermArcheologica
Via Aggiunti 55, Sansepolcro
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Pedroletti, Frigido (astrazioni), 2012-2019
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De Lorenzo 1, 4, 9, 16

Anatomia del Linguaggio: a
story
of
Italian
Visual
Poetry
The exhibition Anatomia del Linguaggio, curated by Antonello
Tolve, represents an interesting moment of deepening to

understand more clearly the ways and the
Visual Poetry, in Italy, has constituted
research direction, maintaining both
which, at other times, contaminating
artistic orientations.

times through which
a not undervaluable
aesthetic autonomy
itself with other

Hosted at the Gallery of the Academy of Fine Arts of Macerata
and produced in collaboration with the Filiberto and Bianca
Menna Foundation, the event, being the largest and most
complete overview ordered in the field of historical-critical
research about Visual Poetry at a national level, allows us
to observe, with relevance, how this was undoubtedly a
significant creative experience but not always adequately
addressed at the disciplinary level, perhaps because it is
too often evaluated as an ancillary figure in comparison with
contemporary conceptual dialectics; frequently organized into
more demarcated groups.
As recognized, one of the distinctive stylistic attitudes of
the artistic language of the Sixties/Seventies, those in
which the phenomenon analisys develops however starting from
the experience of the futurist “word in freedom” of Carlo
Belloli, was the interdisciplinarity determined by the search
for permeability among the various expressive territories. In
fact, as the exhibition well describes by bringing together,
for the first time, all those personalities who have moved
and worked in Italy inside this area of experimentation,
Visual Poetry, precisely because the cultural climate of
those years was particularly multifaceted , has interested,
sometimes even for a parenthesis of their activity, many
artists who, in some cases, have hoarded this background to
then pour it, often in a muted way, on achievements of
different nature.
Such a widespread speculative breadth has provided, as a
consequence, an equally large and heterogeneous number of
interpreters which, as the cut of the project demonstrates,
find in the development of problems related to language,

speech, semiotics
denominator.

and

graphics,

the

common

operative

So, among the more than one hundred and twenty artists on
show – among the many – we find Vincenzo Agnetti, Nanni
Balestrini, Gianfranco Baruchello, Mirella Bentivoglio, Irma
Blank, Tomaso Binga, Cioni Carpi, Giuseppe Chiari, Emilio
Isgrò, Maria Lai, Ugo La Pietra , Ketty La Rocca, Maurizio
Nannucci, Luca Maria Patella, Sarenco, Franco Vaccari, Luigi
Viola. From the artworks visible in the exhibition, it is
therefore almost immediate to perceive the extraordinary flow
of poets, writers and artists who, in different ways, have
adhered over time to the galaxy of Visual Poetry (in 1963 the
Gruppo 70 was established in Florence and the Group 63 in
Palermo), considering the word printed beyond its concrete
physical character of type and the writing, not only in its
primary function of meaning, the most effective instrument to
penetrate the polysemic nature of the sign-image.
Therefore, in addition to redeeming, returning a satisfying
reading, the Visual Poetry from a too often interstitial
location in the history of contemporary art as a phenomenon
with blurred contours, the exhibition, focusing on the plural
possibilities of aesthetic reformulation and linguistic
variation applied by the authors both in semantic and
syntactic terms, it is able to indirectly set – according to
the writer – also a reflection on how the universe of
communication and of writing has changed and is, nowdays,
becoming more and more standardized, converging – perhaps
also because of a social declination and spreading of writing
– towards excessively schematic and didactic forms.
Anatomia del Linguaggio awaits you until June 7th; enjoy your
visit.
Info:
Anatomia Del Linguaggio

Uno sguardo sulla poesia visiva in Italia
a cura di Antonello Tolve
dal 7 Marzo al 7 Giugno 2019
Accademia di Belle Arti Macerata
P.za V.Veneto 5, Macerata

Anatomia
del Linguaggio, uno sguardo sulla Poesia Visiva in Italia,
ABAMC 2019 ph. Andrea Chemelli

Emilio
Isgrò, Mao Tse-Tung (al centro) dorme nel rosso vestito di
rosso, 1974. ph Andrea Chemelli

Mirella
Bentivoglio, A Marinetti precursore del Lirismo, 2001. ph
Andrea Chemelli

The
birth
of
Postmodern
condition in visual arts: the
thought 1972-1979
Trying to understand the dynamics, the crucial moments and
the fundamental reflections of a period of which there is
still much to be explored in terms of aesthetics such as the
1980s, is an unavoidable act to better understand the
artistic articulation of the present and must necessarily
pass through the analysis of those theoretical bases that,
from the previous decade, are the conditions for development.
In fact, already at the end of the 1970s, the conceptual
dialectics had lost incisiveness due to a saturation of their
alphabet and a unclear critical definition because, at these
dates, under the label of “conceptual” there was a very vast
aesthetic territory and very little precise. Furthermore, the
ordinary obsolescence of the language was determinated by an
incoherent attitude towards the art market, always been
considered hostile by conceptual artists who, however, had
marketed every possible draft, photograph, newspaper and
testimony of their work but, in any case, without reaching
the full satisfaction of the art system and its actors. In
fact, part of the international success of the so-called NeoExpressionism, definition which refers to a generalized
recovery of the image and of the pictorial exercise, is due
to a collecting practice that, in that context, was
rediscovering the pleasure of painting, perhaps even on the
wave of neoconservative values that the arrival of this
chronology brought with it. Just think that after the
phenomenon of the Hyppies and the protests, in the United
States
spreaded the Reaganism and the vainglorious fashion
of the Yuppies, while in Europe, where with the Brigate Rosse
and the Baader Mainhof group the political struggle had
degenerated into terrorism, overcome the oil crisis and once

the civil rights of divorce, abortion and conscientious
objection have been obtained, social tension will be diluted
in favor of a new perception of widespread prosperity.
However, in the intellectual circles spread the awareness
that this situation announced a new point of beginning and of
artistic exploration that, after the first expressive and
then physical reset of the artwork happened in the previous
two decades, felt the need to reformulate its skills by
questioning itself about its past, its identity, and its
nature. As in all moments of transformation, art had come to
the point of having to deal with itself.
It is more widely perceived, on the background of the these
events, how history is devoid of a predetermined purpose,
making collape in this way the prevailing phenomenological
thought of Hegelian historical idealism which during the
first half of the twentieth century had conveyed the birth
and aesthetic intents of the historical avant-gardes, in
favor of a re-evaluation of the thought of Friedrich
Nietzsche and its historical conception, where the succession
of events is no longer the programmed manifestation of the
Zeitgeist (spirit of time), but an unmotivated and necessary
eternal return of the identical. This principle, in addition,
was well suited to the cyclicity with which the history of
art throughout the 20th century was moved, always compressed
between the inconsistent isthmuses of phases of great
experimentation and moments of return to order. This
observation finds its validity also within the chronological
and disciplinary banks of the three decades that have
provided the aesthetic bases and anticipated the arrival of
the one in question, where the extraordinary executive and
expressive freedom of the Informal art – first true global
language of the contemporary art – was first coldly
immobilized by Minimalism (that can be defined a modern
return to order) that revaluated the importance of the formal
and physical qualities of the artistic realization, to then
become the object of a process that could be said inverse, or

that of dematerialization triggered by the strong
experimentation practiced by the conceptual tendencies, to
return finally, at the dawn of the temporal segment here
considered, to the rediscovery of the painting first, and of
the objectivity then. In this way, it was affirming a general
vision decidedly disheartened towards man and history, which
was also reflected in the reconsideration of the
contingentist thought of Émile Boutroux, as well as that of
contemporary philosophers. In advance with the times, in
fact, were the post-structuralist Gilles Deleuze and the
anti-psychiatrist Fèlix Guattari, who with the publication in
1972 of L’Anti Oedipus – the first of the two texts of the
corpus Capitalism and Schizophrenia – identified with lucid
clarity many of the social and cultural phenomena that were
taking shape in that context and that would have been
reflected in the ways of propagation of the artistic
experience. Terms such as “nomadic thought” and
“deterritorialization”, introduced by them, described well
the indefinability towards which the human society was
orientating itself and how it was deconstructing itself,
causing the loss of identities, of the local specificities
and becoming in this way more and more like a “device” –
according to Deleuze a system of lines in reciprocal
disequilibrium – characterized by a ramification like a
“rhizome”, accordingly following a multidirectional
horizontality that doesn’t contain hierarchies. This
consciousness of the fall of the idols of modernity, with the
approach of the 1980s, is nourished by another fundamental
contribution to dissolve the most complex aspects of the
moment, as was that of Jean Francois Lyotard who, with the
publication in 1979 of Postmodern Condition: report on
knowledge, inaugurates the decade by defining – precisely –
the concept of Postmodernity related to advanced capitalist
societies, where, since the 1960s, all typically modernist
factors like absolutism, utopism and finalism that – as said
– had characterized the creative seasons of the historical
avant-garde, to the benefit of a disenchanted and

relativistic reinterpretation of the history of art,
releasing it so from any purpose and belonging. To this is
added the “Weak thought” theorized in the same years by the
epistemologist Gianni Vattimo together with Pier Aldo
Rovatti, who, having noted the fall of the idea of centrality
in history and in human communities, argues the rise and
proliferation of localisms and particularisms until that
moment overpowereed by the monolithic nature of a single and
leading thought, which did not include the exception
represented by diversity within it. Thus, we pass from a
vision of univocal monochordic integrity dictated by a
homologating thouht, to a polyphonic, segmented and polysemic
one.
In correspondence with this events, in the international
artistic context, in the Italian one and also in the field of
militant criticism, there is a fragmentation of aesthetic
conjugations, caused by an eclectic and versatile linguistic
attitude in deliberately drawing, thus generating the
phenomenon of Citationism, to the visual syntaxes of the past
– recent or not – without taking much care of their
historical-cultural relevancy. In concordance with the
practice of the Different repetition always conceived by
Deleuze, the various artistic legacies are treated in a
decidedly nonchalant manner, as pieces whose combinations do
not necessarily have to be provided with narrative or
philological coherence. In opposite direction to modernity,
that on the echo of dictates like “the ornament is a crime”
and “less is more” by the architects Adolf Loos and Ludwig
Mies Van Der Rohe, had founded his speculation on the
importance of rationality and methodological relevancy, that
which arises from its crisis and from the end of its
references, is characterized by the desire to differently
revalue its linguistic capacities, so it’s not possible to
have only one aesthetic solution, but it seems necessary to
experiment them in the most varied and risky applications,
because style and artistic result are selfjustified.

Consequently, in front of the continuous fusion between high
register and low register, just as Lyotard argued, it seems
that “everything can be read in every way” and, remembering
the motto of another architect, Bob Venturi, we come to the
awareness that “Less is boring”. Even more interesting and
effective from a disciplinary and strictly historicalartistic point of view, through the reconstruction of an
itinerary of exhibitions and moments of critical elaboration,
it will be to see how creative eclecticism deriving from a
such varied and pluralizing thought is mirrored in the
diffusion modes and in the contents of the relativeartistic
experience.

Gilles
Deleuze and Fèlix Guattari in the 70’s

The
philosopher from Turin Giovanni Vattimo is smiling in his
studio. Turin, 1980. (Photo by Adriano Alecchi/Mondadori
Portfolio via Getty Images)

Jean
Francois Lyotard

G.
Deleuze and F. Guattari, L’anti-Edipo, Italian edition, 1975

Without Fire/Out of Focus:
Isabel Alonso Vega between
absence and creation.
Configuring as Isabel Alonso Vega‘s first solo show in Italy,
the exhibition Senza Fuoco (Without Fire), curated by
Eleonora Aloise and Carlo Maria Lolli Ghetti at the White

Noise Gallery in Rome and open until 9 March, is a unique
opportunity to to know the research of the Spanish artist.
The exhibition proposes artworks related to her recent
stylistic achievements related to the deepening of media
traditionally at the limit of the artistic work even if,
nowadays, this border is provided with reasons more and more
sterile and, the selection of artworks on show, a reflection
of a careful experimentation both linguistic and technical,
is a complete demonstration.
The artworks speak a complex language, they represent the
outcome of a process that follows a sequence of steps, where
the author’s executive control is synonymous with both
aesthetic and mental calibration. In fact, the visible works
have an interdisciplinary nature, point of intersection, for
the plurality of points of view that they can offer, between
wall-work and all-round work. They are thin sheets of
Plexiglas on which the interpreter intervenes with a living
fire, with a such control of the medium to bring the fire
close to the transparent panel but without corroding it
inside, so not ruining the integrity of the material, but
returning on the surface more or less definite traces of
soot. It is really interesting, in this modus operandi, to
see the modalities of relationship between materials so
different inside the same creation. These, exteriorly, follow
geometric shapes, result of the mutual juxtaposition of each
layer of Plexiglas on the other, each one individually worked
with the fire. The overall vision communicates a sense of
interdiction and assumes indeterminate features, consequence
of the overlap in series of the evanescent bodies of soot
that, as in an osmotic relationship, fade one on the other.
A similar effect is achieved by the artist in the artworks
on paper where, set on the wall and worked with charcoal,
suggests a free rendering without a single reading plane,
also denotable for an appearance close to the pulviscular,
the foggy an the indecipherable.

It seems to be this last aspect, deriving from the
impossibility of qualifying conventionally the morphologies
obtained by the author, to infuse to her work an archetypal
dimension, all played between balances made of
transparencies, obfuscation and rammings, able to communicate
articulating its own grammar. This appears to refer to a
primary sensibility detectable, as well as in narrative
means, also in the exhibition itinerary, a sort of subjective
“ascetic” path, which leads from the dark colors of the
artworks hosted in the two upper rooms to those set in the
hall below. In fact here, almost translatable as a single
installation, the artworks are discernable by the mild but
intense glitter of gold, irreducible visual principle that,
symbolizing the achievement – not free from alchemical
recalls – of a dimension of desired purity, in this
circumstance is enriched by an aesthetic breath that, thanks
to the light, is amplified pervading all the surrounding
environment.
Senza Fuoco, is the possibility of perceiving this element,
even though its absence, by observing its effects, as well as
the impossibility to focus Isabel Alonso Vega’s operations,
in just one way; an authentic paraphrase of the magmatic
nature of the world, in the successful attempt to make
resound the particular and the universal at the same time.
Info:
Isabel Alonso Vega. Senza Fuoco
curated by Eleonora Aloise e Carlo Maria Lolli Ghetti
January 19 – March 9 2019
White Noise Gallery
via Della Seggiola 9 Roma

Isabel
Alonso Vega, Oro I, 26 x 26 x 30 cm Gold leaf on plexiglass,
2018

Isabel
Alonso Vega. Senza Fuoco installation view at White Noise

Gallery

Isabel
Alonso Vega. Senza Fuoco installation view at White Noise
Gallery

Increase: Graphic Surgery at
CRAC Gallery
After the usual summer break, Chiara Ronchini Arte
Contemporanea also reopens its doors to the public. The young
gallery of Terni, which in this 2018/2019 sees the second
year of activity, inaugurates the new season dedicated to the
investigation of today’s implications and reciprocity of the
real and unreal called SoReal/UnReal, with the proposal of a
programming of great quality that also aspires to go beyond
the space of the gallery.

The first appointment of this year, titled Increase and
inaugurated on October 27th, shows a cycle of recent
artworks, some of which are
unpublished and specially
designed for the gallery, of the Dutch artistic duo composed
by Herris Huigens and Gysbert Zijlstra, better known as
Graphic Surgery. The solo exhibition, reflects on one aspect
in particular of the artists’ research, the density, here
reasoned according to the concepts and practices of
stratification and overlap. Strongly inspired by urbanism,
brownfields and industrial archeology but also by graphics
and graffiti, the artistic couple is recognizable for a dry,
synthetic and linear style, where systematically recreates an
iconography made of rigid intersections inspired by the
scaffolding building and crane; emblem of the cities in
transformation. This aspect seems to show a sensitivity close
to the atmospheres of the 1927 film-documentary by Walter
Ruttmann, Berlin-Symphony of a great city, set in the fervor
of the economic boom of the German city of the 20’s, where,
near the final scene, are revealed tall cranes towering
nervously above Alexanderplatz.
So

Graphic

Surgery,

demonstrating

interdisciplinarity,

interpret the intuitions coming from the sphere of urban
geography, translating them on the wall, on canvas, paper
and, as in this case, on wood. In fact, the artworks on show,
all monochrome and made – as said – in finely worked wood
excluding the engravings, well describe the aniconic language
of the Dutch duo, firmly centered on the relationships of
strength and dynamism that can be found focusing the
attention on the great plurality of lines, segments and
visual convergences inside a single realization. This
deprives these artworks of a predefined point of view and of
any narrative aims typical of the traditional work of art, if
not to provide a formal and immediate synthesis of the
reality that surrounds us, connoting the same of an high
coefficient of internal and endogenous tension, well
perceivable from the series of artworks in black that, as in

progression, reading them from left to right, reduce the
compactness of the surface from solutions detectable for the
tight density, towards an ever greater rarefaction and
inconsistency.
Increase, the first appointment of the new season of the CRAC
Gallery, with the artworks of Graphic Surgery, awaits you in
Terni until the first of December; enjoy your visit.
Davide Silvioli
Info:
Graphic Surgery. Increase
October 27 – December 1 2018
crac gallery
Via Paolo Braccini, 30 Terni

For all the images: Graphic Surgery, Increase, installation
view at CRAC Gallery photo credit: Alberto Bravini

INTRA MOENIA
collection

–

a

plural

Today completely recovered after the earthquake in 2012 and
used as a multi-functional structure with a cultural
vocation, it is the first time that contemporary art takes
place in the ancient Campori Castle of Soliera, on the
occasion of the exhibition Intra Moenia – Cattelani
Collections. Immediately establishing a close dialogue
between antiquity and contemporarity, the exhibition, curated
by Lorenzo Respi and opened on Saturday 6 October, describes
and narrates, through a selection of emblematic artworks, the
history of the Cattelani Collection, or better, of the
Collections of the Cattelani family, one of the most
important artistic excellences of the area around Modena
city.
Staged in five rooms, the exhibition leads the visitor in the
presence of a family history – initially perceptible by the
fact that one of the rooms has been designed for a children
with art works mounted eighty centimeters from the ground –
where art and private life stay together until the point of
being confused. It illustrates how the Collection, after a
first founding core of modern and contemporary sacred art
collected by Carlo Cattelani – a collateral event of the
exhibition takes place inside the nearby Church of S. Pietro
in Vincoli of Limidi – subsequently, thanks to the passion of
his wife and his five children, has expanded showing a great
index of differentiation, constantly maintaining a strong
link with the sphere of spirituality but conjugated according
to the human and universal meanings of personal morals and
social ethics.
This, therefore, can be considered the common philological
denominator of a corpus of pieces that collects fundamental

names of the history of contemporary art, represented here by
a paradigmatic selection of artworks, some of which are made
ad hoc on commission. Francis Bacon, Joseph Beuys, Gunter
Brus, Mario Ceroli, Giuseppe Chiari, Hermann Nitsch, Sol
LeWitt Nam June Paik, Vettor Pisani, Man Ray, Daniel Spoerri,
Ben Vautier and Wolf Vostell, these are some of the artists
in the exhibition. They are different for experiences, trends
and aesthetic results, so effective in underline the
diversity of the Cattelani Collection, which, as the
exhibition intends to highlight, is currently widening –
however preserving coherence – like a spontaneous and
thoughtful collection project, with an undoubtedly plural
identity that, like the exhibition route demostrates
skillfully, to be narrated needs the eclecticism typical of
contemporary creativity.
The event, outlined as an example of high cultural offer in
territories outside the mass tourist circuits, accompanied by
a catalog curated by Lorenzo Respi that in the texts and in
the pictures retraces both the staging and the captions of
the exhibition itinerary edited by All Around Art, will be
open to the public until January 13, 2019.
Enjoy your visit.

Intra

Moenia – Collezioni Cattelani, Room 5, installation view ph.
Fabio Fantini

Intra
Moenia – Collezioni Cattelani, Room 1, installation view ph.
Fabio Fantini

Intra
Moenia – Collezioni Cattelani, Room 2, installation view ph.
Fabio Fantini

Intra
Moenia – Collezioni Cattelani, Room 3, installation view ph.
Fabio Fantini

Intra
Moenia – Collezioni Cattelani, Room 4, installation view ph.
Fabio Fantini

Giuliano Giuman: the painting

between glass and canvas
Inaugurated on August 10th in Torgiano at the Palazzo
Graziani Baglioni exhibition space, Giuliano Giuman‘s solo
show Amor Doppio (Double Love), curated by Marina Bon
Valsassina, shows more than fifty works realized from 2017 to
today, equivalent to the latest researches of the artist on
the expressive possibilities and on aesthetic relationship
between glass and canvas, always in the sign of color and
painting. The exhibition, which welcomes the visitor already
in the green outdoor spaces of the ancient bulding where five
installations are placed simultaneously with the architecture
and the environment, is divided into five rooms on the upper
floor, presenting a preparation suitable to describe the
variety of the many solutions present here. In fact, this is
a corpus of works belonging to the same creative period which
therefore, despite its diversity, visibly demonstrates its
own organic unity. These are the result of the artist’s study
on what can be considered his two most relevant disciplinary
interests, as well as his favorite expressive means: painting
and glass.
So these are the two loves, or better, the double love of the
Master towards two materials that have always characterized,
with different accents, his activity and that in the
exhibition in question interact, compare and coexist in the
physical and conceptual perimeter of a single artwork. The
artworks show an aniconic language, silent and focused on
experimentation of their narrative media – but not for this
less emotionally readable – as the color resolution,
sometimes denser while others more rarefied accompanied by
the choice of iridescent colors in some cases and softer in
others, formal relationships, sometimes rigid and almost
geometric, while others free and decidedly non-axiomatic, or
gesture, in some examples clearly visible and in others
contained in small variations of matter inside the painting

itself. It is undoubtedly the presence of the glass painted
with great fire that, with the color that deeply pervades its
fibers and thanks to the relationship deriving from it with
the painted canvas, besides to reminding us how the author
has also been a professor of “Glass Technique” at the Brera
Academy, he connotes these operations of an unprecedented
sensitivity towards the two materials in question, which, by
penetrating and influencing themselves, seeking new
possibilities for relationships, are renewed in communication
and in language skills. The room need a special mention, a
sort of exhibition in the exhibition where, in a soft
atmosphere, a group of artworks always in canvas, glass and
painting but backlit, a particularity that gives them an
evanescent look, as if they were in a epiphany process of
unveiling. In the same room, there is the installation “Do
not bring us into temptation”, consisting of several
components like two videos, realizations on the floor and on
the ground, the intervention, housed in the ancient private
chapel of the building, seems, already from the title, to
establish in part a mental short circuit with the votive and
cathartic nature of the space, having intentionally gone the
artist to “highlight, by counterpoint, fragility, doubts and
uncertainties, in contrasting or complementary situations”.
Curated by Marina Bon Valsassina and hosted in the exhibition
rooms of Palazzo Graziani Baglioni of Torgiano, Amor Doppio,
with the glass, the canvas and the color of Giuliano Giuman,
it will be open to the public with catalog on place until
13th January 2019; enjoy your visit.

Giuliano
Giuman, Non ci indurre in tentazione, 2018, installation
view

Giuliano
Giuman, Backlit artworks, room III

Giuliano
Giuman, Amor Doppio, room II

Two
artists
beyond
the
surface: Emanuela Fiorelli
and Paolo Radi at the Rocca
of Umbertide
Inaugurated on Friday, July 20, 2018 in the spaces of the
Center for Contemporary Art of the Rocca of Umbertide and
curated by Giorgio Bonomi, Two Artists – One Exhibition is
the synthetic but eloquent title of an exhibition that looks
like a double-personal show, able to skilfully arrange in the
same exhibition itinerary the artworks of Emanuela Fiorelli

and Paolo Radi.
Authors of different languages in the aesthetic outcomes, it
is possible to see how, thanks to a congenial preparation
distributed on the three floors of the ancient building, this
diversity does not generate dissonances but, on the contrary,
ends up establishing an original and constructive dialogue.
It becomes easy to perceive how the exhibition, confirming
the words of the curator “offers different but harmonious and
non-contrasting visions”, making the observer understand how
the style of the two interpreters, even in evident
dissimilarity, can be complementary. In fact, both artists
reason in abstract and aniconic terms, putting under their
own magnifying glass the minimal and silent aspects of the
visual experience, using in their research disparate
materials and so arriving to put in crisis the border between
sculpture, painting and wall artwork.
Fiorelli, with her Sculptureboxes, does an investigation on
the orthogonality of the optical and objective possibilities
of the surface, about its implications and the technical
means employed, valorizing its dynamic potential together the
spatial and physical components where the tarlatana network
measures itself with the joints of the cord on canvas,
arriving so to show ever diversified conjugations in addition
to the high degree of tension verifiable in artworks like
these.
Radi, with Visibile Provvisorio, offers a series of creations
characterized by soft and protruding shapes, mainly in tones
of white, gray and black, obtained also thanks to PVC and
perspex, where the artist practices a language without
superfetations, for the benefit of a register made of convex
surfaces that, thanks to the refined use of gold and silver,
seem to have their own brightness and transcend the physical
boundaries of the support. The two artists, each one
personally, seem to reflect on the fundamental narrative
qualities of the work of art, thus working on the concepts

and implications of superficiality and depth, space and
light, static and dynamic vision; demonstrating with the
pieces selected as both are looking for the same sensitivity,
but facing it from different directions of meaning.
Visible until September 16, the exhibition, organized in
collaboration with Galleria FerrarinArte of Legnago (VR) and
Kromya Art Gallery of Lugano, with Giorgio Bonomi as the
curator, helps us understand – thanks to the example provided
by the elaborations of Emanuela Fiorelli and Paolo Radi – how
the meaning of surface is today characterized by a certain
variability and how it is far from the most common
conceptions of flatness and two-dimensionality.
Davide Silvioli
Info:
Emanuela

Fiorelli,

Sculpturbox

/

Paolo

Radi,

Visibile

Provvisorio
July 20 – September 16 2018
curated by Giorgio Bonomi
Rocca di Umbertide Centro per l’Arte Contemporanea, Piazza
Fortebraccio, Umbertine (Perugia)
Opening hours: 10.30-12.30 / 16.30-18.30, closed on Monday

P. Radi,
Accesso al silenzio, perspex, acrilico, pvc, cm 200×120
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Omar Galliani: more and more
towards the East
For the acquisition by the National Museum of Art of China
(NAMOC) based in Beijing of the painting “Lontano da Xian” by
M°Omar Galliani, who becomes part of those, together with
“giants” like Picasso and Dalì, very few Western authors
present in the collection of the museum, now we can
understand thanks to his words, the importance of this event
and how it constitutes the culmination of a lasting and deep
bond.
When and how did the exhibition relationship with China
start?

My dialogue with China starts at the end of the 1990s, when
during Artefiera in Bologna, I met Monica Demattè, an Italian
academic who at the time was already working in Shanghai in a
museum institution. They were still the years before the
commercial boom that would then explode across China in every
activity including that of art. I presented in those years in
Bologna, a series of large “mantra” made with pencil and gold
on wood. Monica talked to me about the opportunity to exhibit
this cycle of artworks in China at the museum of the Beijing
National Art Academy. So we brought in China the installation
“Mantra” (composed of 20 great artworks) to which I added
other site-specific artworks. There were a lot of
bureaucratic and customs difficulties, including the censure
of a painting that I had to change between those chosen for
being exhibited. In those years in China, it seems ancient to
talk about this nowadays, rarely it was seen to expose a
Western artist in Beijing or in Shanghai, and more rarely an
Italian artist. So we can also imagine how rare it was to
have these ten-million-people cities that I touched during
the years 2006/2007.
What kind of artistic and academic ambience – you also held a
painting course at the Wuhan Academy of Art – have you found
in this context?
In the years after my Chinese debut, things changed quickly
thinking back at the first biennale in 2003 where I was
invited and won ex aequo with Georg Baselitz and a Chinese
artist. In that biennale, I remember Chinese artists that in
a few years had already seen the “catalog” of the
contemporary western art appropriating and repeating,
contaminated with local elements, the linguistic and
technical codes of the Western avant-garde. When the Art
Academy of Jinan gave me the ad honorem degree in painting
with which i could take a course to the Art Academy of Wuhan,
I remember entering the office of the secretary, being
surprised by the great quantity of small paintings hanging on
the walls, whose subjects still life and landscapes reminding

me inequivocably of Giorgio Morandi. I asked for information
and I learned that in the 1960s, an Italian artist who
studied at the Bologna Art Academy with Giorgio Morandi, took
some painting lessons and that his students were so
influenced by him that they all paint to the manner of
“Giorgio”.
In addition to the pleasure of this acknowledgment, how much
openness have you found towards the extra-oriental artistic
production?
I do not know how a Chinese adventure like mine can exit or
enter into the related cultural and aesthetic codes. I
believe that for the Chinese it is fundamental to know,
assimilate, reproduce, buy, and sell with all the benefits
arising from a natural preparation to the negotiation. The
experience teaches me that their diplomacy and waiting for
the acquisition of something new, are part of a millenial
tradition of which we don’t know a lot and in the meantime
has been transformed and updated. I do not know many Western
artists who made it to the Chinese art collections. Behind
every negotiation I believe there is always a particular
attention that is not always necessarily linked to the
artwork or to the artist, but to the cultural and historical
context from which the author comes from.
Would you like to describe and explain to us the symbolism
and meanings of the acquired artwork “Lontano da Xian”?
“Lontano da Xian” is a painting linked to a theme that was
proposed at the last Beijing Biennale “The Silk Way”. It is a
panel of large dimensions produced in pencil where an
androgynous figure is mirroring himself showing on his neck a
tattoo of a pomegranate. The pomegranate, is a fruit of the
East arrived in the Western territories through the
Mediterranean Sea on the convoys of the silktraders thousands
of years ago. The two mirroring backs of the head form the
shape of a vase that contains a constellation.
Do you feel that your experiences from China over the past

eighteen years have influenced the evolution of your style?
The works and the journeys that have marked for so many years
that stretch of sea or sky that still binds me to and takes
me away from China over time, have left traces and signs in
my work even without the immediate realization. It was a
homeopathic, slow and constant contamination.
Can we say that already with the 2015 exhibition Omar
Galliani…a Oriente, that you tried to take stock of this
artistic relationship with that world and its cultural
dimension?
Certainly, but before the 2015 exhibition, I had already
exposed in 2007 a family of artworks linked to my travel and
experiences in China at the Foundation of Querini Stampalia
of Venice, during the Biennale. The preparation was curated
by Mario Botta, he also is a great creative and traveler in
the East. The chosen title was “Omar Galliani between the
East and the West”. A selection of forty artworks from
between 2006 and 2007 that I had showed in China in twelve
academy museums of twelve big cities. Already then I noted
the influences received by the lights and the shadows of the
many signs collected. The colors red, gold and black already
had a central part in my work, recovered on canvas or on
panel a new and regenerated geography.
Davide Silvioli

Omar Galliani, Lontano da
terracotta, cm. 150x250x60

Xian,

2009,

scultura

in

Omar
Galliani, Le tue macchie, 1982, inchiostro su carta di
riso, cm. 250×187

Omar
Galliani, Nuage, 2006, pastelli, tempera e acqua su tavola,
cm. 40×80 (dittico)

Galliani, Nella costellazione dello scorpione,
carboncino su carta di riso, cm. 280×150

Omar
2010,

Hans Hartung. Polyptiques
It has been inaugurated last September 23rd at the Galleria
Nazionale dell’Umbria, the exhibition Hans Hartung
Polyptiques which rapresents an unprecedented opportunity to
deepen the value of the production of this great artist,
through the exposure of a series of works belonging to the
second half of his creative phase; perhaps the least known to
the general public. The event, curated by Marco Pierini, is
the result of the collaboration between the Umbrian museum
institution and the Hartung-Bergman Foundation in Antibes, as
to remember how special was the bond of
the artist with
Italy and presents, for the first time specially conceived as
a series, forty drawings on paper and sixteen large-format
paintings articulated into mobile compartments; six of which
have never been exposed before.
In fact, probably because at those dates there was still not
enough chronological distance, this family of artworks
escaped the organizers of the exhibition Poliptyques, le
tableau multiple du moyen-age and vingtième siècle, happened
at Louvre in Paris in 1990.
Made between 1961 and 1988, conceiving the artworks directly
on the canvas and – about the later examples – dealing with
the airbrush, this corpus constitutes a real paradigm for
understanding the evolution of the author’s style after the
ridge of the year 1960; when he won the Golden Lion at Venice
Biennale. It was Hartung himself to call this group of
paintings as “Poliptics” because, just like the medieval
ones, they present themselves in distinct elements though
paratactically united, however his ones are distinguished for
a greater expressive freedom owing to the fact that the

individual canvases are not constrained by any narrative
hierarchy. From their observation, it can be seen that the
artist’s experimental tendency was not exhausted after the
fertile informal period that gave him to the history of art
but it had, rather, changed its course to new aesthetic
landfalls but not for this incoherent with his stylistic
background, at the same time personal and capable of
measuring with international sensibility. Indeed, if that
subtraction of subjectivism that through the cooling of the
expressive means of the artwork has led to the overcoming of
the informal is partially present in the works of the
Sixties, we can see how it appears more evident in the
paintings and papers of the Seventies where examples of
symmetry and chromatic freedom coexist and interact
extraordinarily. The works of the eighties – the last part of
this genealogy – have parallel reading paths because some
seem to show a strange sense of uneasiness due to the all
over treatment of the canvas and to the large and dark
chromatic masses that like shadows have labile and undefined
boundaries, while others show a much more pulviscular and
fragmented distribution of the painting, such as to create
rare and suggestive atmospheres. The catalog of the
exhibition, a beautiful editorial project by Magonza editore,
contains texts written by the director of the GNU Marco
Pierini, the president of Hartung-Bergman Foundation Thomas
Schlesser, the curator of the same foundation Helsa Hougue
and art critic Marco Vallora.
Enjoy your visit.
Info:
Hans Hartung. Polyptiques
24 September 2017 – 7 January 2018
Galleria Nazionale dell’Umbria
Corso Pietro Vannucci 19, Perugia

Hans
Hartung, T1962-L21, T1962-L22, T1962-L23, 1962, vinilico su
tela, 180 x 210 cm, Collezione Fondazione Hartung-Bergman

Hans
Hartung, T1973-E44 T1973-E45 T1973-E46 T1973-E47, 1973
acrilico su tela, 130 x 230 cm, Collezione Fondazione
Hartung-Bergman

Hans
Hartung, T1986-E17, 1986, acrilico su tela, 216 x 300 cm,
Collezione Fondazione Hartung-Bergman

